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Abstract

Model checking is a formal technique for proving the correctness of a system with respect to a desired
behavior. This is accomplished by checking whether a structure representing the system (typically a labeled
transition system) satisfies a temporal logic formula describing the expected behavior. Model checking has
a number of advantages over traditional approaches that are based on simulation and testing: it is com-
pletely automatic and when the verification fails it returns a counterexample that can be used to pinpoint
the source of the error. Nevertheless, model checking techniques often fail because of the state explosion
problem: transition systems grow exponentially with the number of components. The aim of this paper is to
attack the state explosion problem thatmay arise when looking for deadlocks in concurrent systems described
through the Calculus of Communicating Systems. We propose to use heuristics-based techniques, namely the
A* algorithm, both to guide the search without constructing the complete transition system, and to provide
minimal counterexamples. We have realized a prototype tool to evaluate the methodology. Experiments we
have conducted on processes of different size show the benefit from using our technique against building the
whole state space, or applying some other methods.
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1. Introduction

Model checking [17] is amethod to formally andautomatically verify the correctness of finite-state
concurrent and distributed systems. Many tools exist for model checking systems; see, for example,
the Concurrency Workbench of New Century (CWB-NC) [20]. In almost all of these tools, the ver-
ification problem consists of the following two steps: first, a process specification is given as input
to a model builder for producing a finite labeled transition system, and then this transition system
is checked against the requirements expressed in suitable temporal logic formulae. Thus, a model
checker takes the transition system and the formula, and returns “true” if the formula is verified on
the transition system, otherwise it returns a counterexample that can be used to pinpoint the source
of the error (see Fig. 1).

Unfortunately this method is often discarded in practice: software verification, in industrial pro-
jects, usually relies on techniques such us code inspection and testing [7], while correctness is very
seldom formally proved. Although there is a number of potential causes for uncertainty in practical
use of such formal method, a primary cause is the so-called state explosion problemwhich can occur
in systems with many components that can interacts with each other. Often, not only intrinsically
complex concurrent systems, but also not very large ones, are described by a transition system with
a prohibitive number of states.

Many approaches have been proposed to address the state explosion problem, including symbol-
ic verification [47], on-the-fly techniques [42], partial-order methods [31,63], abstraction approaches
[16], and compositional reasoning [18,39,56]. Although the size of the transition systems that could

Fig. 1. Model checker.
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be verified has been increased by these approaches, many realistic systems are still too large to be
handled.

The aim of this paper is to tackle the state explosion problem arising when finding deadlocks
in concurrent systems. We consider systems described in the Calculus of Communicating Systems
(CCS) [49], which is a mathematical model to describe processes, mostly used in the study of par-
allelism.

Process algebraic techniques generally feature an elegant set of operators for developing con-
current systems, and so succinct expressions of communicating concurrent processes can be made.
Similarly, the emphasis on non-determinism encourages an elegant specification and abstracts away
from implementation details. In fact, rich and tractable mathematical models of the semantics of
process algebra have been developed; in particular, the CCS model is based upon concepts of
equivalence through observation of the external behavior of a specification. As many verification
environment tools exist that support CCS, we believe that efforts for studying reduction solutions
from CCS specifications are probably worth from both theoretical and application points of view.

Using standard model checkers, deadlock detection in a system sys is performed by checking
whether the transition system which describes the behavior of sys (namely S(sys)) contains a dead-
locked state. Thus, the complexity in time and space of deadlock detection is heavily influenced by
the size of S(sys). Although one of the strongest advantages of model checking is the generation
of counterexamples when verification fails, traditional model checkers (based on depth-first search
algorithms) tend to return very long counterexamples.

As model checking can be seen as a search in a state space, in this paper we propose a method
that exploits heuristics to explore large state spaces when looking for deadlocked states. Moreover,
we would like to produce much more succinct counterexamples, if any. Recently, heuristic search
techniques [52] have been suggested to deal with the state explosion problem when attempting to
find errors. This approach is known as directed model checking [28]. Heuristic search is one of the
classical techniques widely used in Artificial Intelligence (AI), and has been applied to a wide range
of problem-solving tasks including puzzles, two player games, and path finding problems. It exploits
information of the specific problem being solved in order to guide the search. A key assumption of
heuristic search is that it uses a heuristic evaluation function estimating the distance from a given
node to the closest goal node.More precisely, a heuristic evaluation function is a function that maps
nodes to numbers. The heuristic search prefers to visit nodes that appear to be better, i.e., nodes
with the minimum evaluation. In this way, goal nodes can be found faster. An important property
of a heuristic function is the so-called admissibility property: a heuristic function is admissible if it
is a lower bound on the actual cost being estimated. For example, an admissible heuristic function
for a route planning is the Euclidean or airline distance to the goal. This heuristic function satisfies
the above property: since the shortest path between two points is a straight line, the road distance
must be at least as big as the airline distance. A well-known heuristic search algorithm for solving
state-space search problems is A* [40]. The A* algorithm finds a solution with the form of a se-
quence of operators leading from a start node to a goal node. If the heuristic function satisfies the
admissibility property, then A* will find the optimal solution.

In this paper, we use the A* algorithm and propose an admissible heuristic function that sug-
gests to expand first the states that offer the most promising way to deduce that the system has a
deadlocked state; in this way we reduce the number of state expansions. The goal is to find a dead-
locked state, that is a goal node, but also to find the shortest path leading to it. We believe that it is
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important to return the shortest path leading to a deadlock, since that path is examined in order to
determine the cause of deadlock. Long error paths can prevent an easy comprehension of the fault.
Moreover, it is possible to apply our approach to verify also infinite concurrent systems. We show
that a significant space reduction may be obtained by using our method instead of constructing the
whole state space. In fact, we have used a prototype tool implementing our algorithm to run several
experiments on CCS processes of different size, and compared the results of our method with those
of the complete exploration, and the Breath First Search [52].

The methodology proposed in this paper is quite general and can be applied also to verify, for ex-
ample, multi-threaded JAVA programs: finding deadlocks in multi-threaded programs is difficult,
mainly because of the several possible interleaving, any of which may contain a deadlock. We give
a method to transform a JAVA program into a CCS process. Once we have the CCS specification
of the program, we can apply our method to deadlock detection.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the A* heuristic search algorithm is recalled
in Section 2, Section 3 is a review of the basic concepts of CCS, while Section 4 describes our ap-
proach. In Section 10, the prototype tool implementing our approach is briefly presented, and the
experimental results we obtained by using it are reported in Section 6. The method to transform
a multi-threaded Java source code into CCS specifications is defined in Section 7. Finally, com-
parisons with related works are discussed in Section 8, instead a proof for the admissibility of our
heuristics is given in Appendix A.

2. Heuristic search and A* algorithm

One of the most widely used frameworks for problem-solving in AI is the state-space search. A
state-space search problem P can be represented in the form:

P = (N ,O,N0,G),

where

• N is a set of nodes. A node is a complete description of the world for the purposes of problem-
solving. For example, in a chess game, the nodesmight be the positions of the pieces on the board,
while in a route planning, a location.

• O is a set of (partial) functions N −→ N called operators (or arcs). An operator transforms one
node of the world into another node. In a chess game, the operators might be the legal moves for
the pieces given the current board position. In a route planning on a digitized map, the operators
could be themoves to a neighboring cell. Each arc has a number associated with it that represents
the cost of traversing that arc.

• N0 is the start node, i.e., the state the world is in when problem-solving begins.
• G is a subset of N , called goal nodes. For example, in a route planning the goal nodes would be
the desired destination(s).

A path is a sequence of connected nodes. A solution path is any path whose first node is a des-
ignated start node and whose last node is one of a designated set of goal nodes. The cost path is
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Fig. 2. Graph example.

the sum of the costs of the arcs in the path. A preferred path is a path with the lowest possible cost
of getting from its first to its last node. The objective of a search is to find a solution path and
also to optimize some measure of the cost of the solution. For small search spaces, techniques of
exhaustive search can be used, while for very large spaces these techniques are unfeasible. Heuristic
search techniques attempt to overcome size problems by using knowledge about the domain to
guide the search.

A well-known heuristic search algorithm for solving state-space search problems is A* [52]. A*
is an algorithm for finding a path in a graph that leads to a goal node.

Fig. 2 shows a graph with many solution paths (G1 and G2 are goal nodes); for example

(start, n2, n4,G1)

is a solution path whose cost is 24. For this graph the preferred solution path is

(start, n1, n3,G1),

whose cost is 9.
In addition to nodes, arcs and costs, A* uses one more kind of data: a number ĥ(n), that is a

heuristic evaluation function, associated with each node. Specifically, ĥ(n) is an estimate of a lower
bound on the cost of getting from that node to a goal node. The A* algorithm prefers to visit nodes
that appear to be better, i.e., nodes with the minimum evaluation, so that goal nodes are found
faster. More precisely, at each step A* generates and evaluates the successors of an unexplored
node n with the lowest total estimate, f(n) = g(n) + ĥ(n), that is the sum of the distance from the
start node to the node n, namely g(n), plus the estimate from the node n to the goal node, i.e., ĥ(n). It
stops when a goal node is chosen. A* starts with the initial node and generates all its children nodes.
The estimates are usually based on logical or physical knowledge, which otherwise would not be
represented in the graph. If the nodes represent cities and the arc costs are railroad miles, then ĥ(n)

might be the airline distance from the city n to the goal city; if the nodes are puzzle positions, ĥ(n)
might be the minimum number of moves before the puzzle is possibly solved. Fig. 3 outlines the A*
algorithm for finding the minimal-cost solution path in a graph. For a more precise description of
the algorithm the reader can refer to [52].

An important property holds: A* returns a minimal-cost solution path provided that the heuris-
tic estimate function ĥ satisfies the so-called admissibility condition, i.e., ĥ is optimistic, and f is a
non-decreasing function. More formally:
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Fig. 3. The A* algorithm.

Definition 2.1 (admissibility). A heuristic estimate function ĥ defined on the nodes of a graph G is
admissible if for each node n in G,

ĥ(n) � h(n),

where h(n) is the actual cost of a preferred path from n to a goal node.

3. The calculus of communicating systems

We briefly recall the main concepts about CCS [49] that is widely used in the specification of
concurrent and distributed systems. The syntax of a process is the following:

p ::= nil|x|�.p |p + p |p |p |p\L|p[f ],
where � ranges over a finite set of actionsA = {�, a, a, b, b, ...}. The action � ∈ A is called the internal
action. The set of visible actions, V , ranged over by l, is defined as A − {�}. The set L, in processes
of the form p\L, is a set of actions such that L ⊆ V ; while the relabeling function f , in processes of
the form p[f ], is a total function, f : A → A, such that the constraint f(�) = � is respected. Each
action l ∈ V (resp. l ∈ V) has a complementary action l (resp. l). Given L ⊆ V , with L we denote the
set {l|l ∈ L}. Variable x ranges over a set of constant names: each constant x is defined by a constant

definition x
def= p , where p is called the body of x. We denote the set of all processes by P .

Given a set D of constant definitions, the standard operational semantics is given by a relation
−→D ⊆ P × A × P . −→D (−→ for short) is the least relation defined by the rules in Fig. 4.

We now informally explain the semantics of a CCS process. Note that there is no rule for the pro-
cess nil, which thus cannot perform any action. In rule Act the process �.p can perform the action
� to become the process p . The rule Sum states that p and q are alternative choices for the behavior
of p + q. The operator | expresses the parallel execution. The rule Par shows how processes in a
parallel composition can behave autonomously: if the process p performs � and becomes p ′, then
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Fig. 4. Standard operational semantics of CCS.

p |q performs � and becomes p ′|q (similarly for q). When rule Com is used, we say that a handshake
occurs. A handshake occurs only if two processes can simultaneously execute the complementary
actions; a handshake corresponds to an internal communication (the action �). The operator \L,
in rule Res, prevents the actions in (L ∪ L) to be done: if p can perform � to become p ′, then p\L
can perform � to become p ′\L only if � �∈ L ∪ L. In rule Rel, the operator [f ] renames actions by
means of the relabeling function f : if p can perform � to become p ′, then p[f ] can perform f(�) to
become p ′[f ]. Finally, a constant x behaves as p if x def= p as stated in rule Con. Roughly speaking,
the Con rule states that a process behaves like its definition. As an example, let us consider the
process x def= a.b.x. From the Act rule, the process a.b.x may move to the state b.x after the action a.
Thus, from the Con rule, we also have: x

a−→ b. x.
Given a process p , a constant x of p is said to be guarded in p if x is contained in a sub-process

of p of the form �.q, where q is a process. A process p is guarded if every constant of p is guarded
in p , it is unguarded otherwise. In the following, Unfold x (p) is the process obtained replacing each

unguarded constant x by its definition. For example, if x def= a.x,Unfold x((a.b.x|x)\{a }) is the process
(a.b.x|a.x)\{a}.

A (labeled) transition system is a quadruple T = (S ,L,−→, s), where S is a set of states, L is a set
of transition labels (actions), s ∈ S is the initial state, and−→ ⊆ S × L × S is the transition relation.
If (s,�, s′) ∈ −→, we write s

�−→ s′.
If � ∈ L∗ and � = �1 · · ·�n, n � 1, p

�−→ q means p
�1−→ · · · �n−→ q; moreover p

�−→ p , where �

is the empty sequence. Furthermore, Der(p) = {q|p �−→ q} denotes the set of the derivatives of
p . Given a CCS process p , the standard transition system for p is defined as S(p) = (Der(p),
A,−→D , p).
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In the following, p �−→ denotes that no p ′,� exist such that p
�−→ p ′,while p � �−→ denotes that no

p ′ exists such that p
�−→ p ′.

Given a process p ,F irst(p) = {� ∈ A|∃p ′ s.t. p �−→ p ′} denotes the set of all the first actions that p
can perform. It can be syntactically defined as the least solution of the following recursive definition:

Definition 3.1 (First action)

F irst(nil) = ∅
F irst(�.p) = {�}
F irst(p + q) = F irst(p) ∪ F irst(q)

F irst(p\L) = F irst(p) − (L ∪ L)

F irst(x) = F irst(p) if x def= p

F irst(p[f ]) = {f(�)|� ∈ F irst(p)}

F irst(p |q) =



F irst(p) ∪ F irst(q) ∪ {�} if ∃� ∈ F irst(p) and ∃� ∈ F irst(q)

F irst(p) ∪ F irst(q) otherwise

Now the notion of deadlock is defined.

Definition 3.2 (deadlock). Let p be a CCS process.
p is deadlocked if p �−→;
p is deadlock sensitive if and only if q ∈ Der(p) exists such that q �−→;
p is deadlock free if and only if it is not deadlock sensitive.

Note that p is deadlock sensitive if and only if S(p) contains at least a deadlocked state correspond-
ing to a deadlocked process.

Remark 3.1. From now on, without loss of generality, we consider only parallel compositions of
the form (q1| · · · |qn), such that each process qi, i ∈ [1..n] does not contain the parallel operator.
Moreover, for each process q = (q1| · · · |qn) we assume that if an action � belongs to the sort1 of qi,
with i ∈ [1..n] and � belongs to the sort of qj with j ∈ [1..n] and i /= j, then the process q occurs under
a restriction set L such that L ∪ L contains �. If both � and � appear in a process, it is reasonable to
assume that they are communication actions.

4. The approach

Many automatic techniques for verifying concurrent systems are based on the representation of
the concurrent system by means of a transition system. State explosion is one of the most serious
problems of these techniques: even small or medium size systems may be described by a transition
system with a prohibitive number of states. This problemmostly occurs in systems with many com-
ponents that interact with each other. The idea of our approach is to reduce the state explosion

1 The sort of a CCS process p is the alphabet of p . For the precise definition, see [49].
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problem when searching for a deadlocked state. More precisely, given a process p , we want to find a
deadlocked state in S(p), without generating the whole transition system.We begin by over-viewing
our approach by means of the following simple working example.

Example 4.1.
Consider the following CCS process:

p = a.(b.c.x + d.e.a.d.y) + b.d.e.nil + c.d.nil

x
def= c.x

y
def= d.y

and suppose that we want to check whether p is deadlock sensitive. The standard model checkers
(see, for example, that one used by the CWB-NC tool [20]) generate the transition system for p , S(p),
which has 10 states and 12 transitions (see Fig. 5). Then, the deadlock property is expressed bymeans
of a temporal logic formula that is checked on S(p). It holds that p is deadlock sensitive. Thus, the
complexity in time and space of deadlock detection is heavily influenced by the size of S(p).

With our approach, we would like to stop the construction of the standard transition system
when we can deduce that the system is deadlock sensitive. Moreover, we want to find the shortest
path leading to a deadlocked state.We point out that finding the shortest path leading to a deadlock
is useful since that path is examined to pinpoint the source of the error. Short paths facilitate the
comprehension of the fault. To achieve this result, we use a heuristic function which suggests that
the most promising states for reaching a deadlock are expanded first; in this way, we reduce the
number of state expansions.

For instance, consider the process p in Example 4.1. To conclude that there is a deadlocked state,
we can just generate either the states sequence 〈p , s2, s5, nil〉 or 〈p , s3, nil〉: it is more efficient to
perform an action of one of the last two processes of the choice. Since we want to find the shortest
path leading to a deadlock, we perform the first action of the last process of the choice and we
return the path 〈p , s3, nil〉. In the following subsection, we formally explain our method.

p
a b

s1 s2

s5x

b d

y

a

s4

s6

c

s3

d

e

d

c

d

e
nil

Fig. 5. The transition system for p .
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4.1. Finding deadlocked states using A*

In this section, we apply the heuristic search A* described in Section 2 to verify CCS processes.
We must define a heuristic function that guides the construction of a minimal-cost solution path.
For this, we have considered both the safe and critical points for a possible deadlock in order
for the function to preserve admissibility but also be informative. Given a process p , the function
ĥ(p) associates a non-negative value with p , called the ĥ-value of p . Roughly speaking, that value
approximates the least number of actions which must be performed before reaching a deadlocked
state.

Finding deadlocked states in the transition system for a CCS process p can be seen as a search
problem:

P = (N ,O,N0,G),

where N is the set of the states of S(p), O is the standard operational semantics −→, N0 is the
process p and G is the set of all the states s ∈ Der(p), such that s �−→. We set all cost arcs to
1. This implies that finding the minimal-cost solution path means finding the shortest solution
path.

We formally define the function ĥ.

Definition 4.1 (̂h(p)). Let p be a CCS process, L a set of visible actions, and C a set of constants.
First, we define the auxiliary function ĥ with three arguments, ĥ(p ,L,C), inductively on p , as in
Fig. 6. Then, ĥ(p) is defined as: ĥ(p) = ĥ(p ,∅,∅).

The heuristic function ĥ(p ,L,C) is parametric with respect to a restriction environmentL (L ⊆ V),
which keeps the set of actions on which some restriction holds. The function is initially applied to
a process with L = ∅. The current environment L is modified when the function is applied to p\L
(Rule R5): in this case the actions in L ∪ L are added to L. Note that we expand the body of each
constant x only once (Rule R7), this is because each constant already expanded is stored in C .
Initially, C is equal to the empty set.

For p = nil (Rule R1) the function ĥ returns 0 as this is a deadlock by definition.
When applied to �.p (Rule R2), the function returns 0 if � is a restricted action (i.e., � ∈ L),

otherwise we recursively apply the function to find, if any, an action in L. Roughly speaking, if � is
restricted by L then �.p could not be able to move; thus, we optimistically return 0.

When the choice of two processes is encountered (Rule R3), the minimum number of actions
between the two components is returned.
Now, consider the parallel composition of processes (Rule R4). First, we unfold once the un-

guarded constants occurring in the parallel composition. This can be done storing the unfolded
constants in C . Moreover, in the case where all the parallel components are guarded, if:

• there exists an independent component of the parallel composition, i.e., a process that canperform
a non-restricted action (pi = �.q and � �∈ L); or

• all components can perform only restricted actions and there exists one and only one pair of
processes that can communicate on a restricted action (remember Remark 3.1), and this unique
pair has the form �.q,�.r.
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Fig. 6. The ĥ function.

then the estimated number of actions to a deadlocked state is 1 plus the value returned by a recursive
application of the function. In all the other cases, the sum of the number of actions by each parallel
process pi is returned. We note that this is computed starting again from C equals to the empty
set so that we are able to apply the definition of ĥ on a constant process in case this occurs in the
definition of pi .

The following example clarifies why we stop the calculation in presence of more than one com-
munication actions. Let us consider the process:

q = (a.b.nil|a.nil|a.b.nil)\{a, b}. (1)

In this case, two pairs of processes exist, which can communicate on the restricted action a:
(a.b.nil, a.nil) and (a.b.nil, a.b.nil). With the first pair, after the execution of one action, the � ac-
tion, we reach a deadlocked state, while, with the second one, a deadlocked state is reached after
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two � actions. Since the function ĥ must be admissible (for the optimality of A*), in this case, we
return 0. Clearly, it is possible to investigate a more accurate function.

When considering a relabeled process (Rule R6), we must take as set of actions the set
f−1($) = {�|f(�) ∈ $}, since now the interesting actions are also those relabeled by f into ac-
tions in L.

Finally (Rule R7), we return ∞ when we encounter a constant already expanded (more pre-
cisely, when we encounter a constant x such that x ∈ C). In this case, no action in L has been
found, and this means that the state under consideration is safe: a state that can perform
actions in L is more promising. For example, suppose that there are two states c.x (where
x
def= c.x) and a.nil. It holds that the ĥ-value associated to a.nil is equal to 1, which is less than

that associated to c.x, which is equal to ∞. Thus, expanding first a.nil is more promising for
finding a deadlocked state than expanding first c.x. Actually, when we reach a state whose ĥ-
value is ∞, we will never expand that state, because surely it will be deadlock free (see Lemma
4.1).

A consequence of the definition of ĥ is that, while considering a process q, any sub-process r

of q is evaluated in an environment which is the union of the restriction sets of all the restriction
contexts containing that occurrence of r. For example, if

q = ((a.b.x)\{e}|(b.y + (c.y)\{d}))\{b}

a.b.x is evaluated under the environment {e, b} ∪ {e, b} and c.y is evaluated under the environment
{d , b} ∪ {d , b}.

Recall the process p of Example 4.1. It holds, for example, that ĥ(s3) = 1 (where s3 = d.nil); this
means that to reach a deadlocked state we have to perform at least 1 action.

If ĥ(p) = n, then at least n actions must be performed before reaching a deadlock. Clearly, it
is possible that a bigger number of actions is required. Recall the CCS process q in (1). It holds
that ĥ(q) = 0. This means that optimistically to reach a deadlock no action has to be performed.
Actually, we have to perform one action: a communication between a of the first process and a of
the second one.

It is worth noting that our heuristic function ĥ has an important property: it is easy to compute
being syntactically defined.

The following lemma describes some properties of the heuristic function ĥ. It asserts that if a
process is a deadlocked state, then its ĥ-value is equal to zero. Moreover, given a process p , the
situation where for each path in S(p) there is a state whose ĥ-value is equal to ∞, would guarantee
that p is deadlock free.

Lemma 4.1. Let p be a CCS process. It holds that:

(1) p deadlocked state implies ĥ(p) = 0;
(2) p deadlock free if for all s ∈ Der(p), there exists t ∈ Der(s) s.t. ĥ(t) = ∞.

Proof. See Appendix A.

From (2) it follows that ĥ(p) = ∞ implies p deadlock free.
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Notice that the converse of (1) of the above lemma is not true in general. For this, we consider
the following example:

z
def= ((a.c.x|c.y)\{c}|a.nil)\{a},

x
def= c.x,

y
def= c.y.

It holds that ĥ(z) = 0, but z is deadlock free. �
The following lemma guarantees that the heuristic function always terminates.

Lemma 4.2. Let p be a CCS process and s be a state of S(p). It holds that ĥ(s) always returns a
value.
Proof Sketch. The proof follows by considering that we stop the calculation of the ĥ-value when

we encounter one of the following:

• a deadlocked state (Rule R1);
• a restricted action (Rule R2);
• a state with more than one possible communication action (Rule R4); and
• a constant already expanded (Rule R7). �

The following theorem states that the heuristic function ĥ, defined in Definition 4.1 is admissible,
i.e., it never overestimates the actual cost.

Theorem 4.3. Let p be a CCS process and s be a state of S(p). It holds that

ĥ(s) � h(s),

where h(s) is the actual cost of a preferred path from s to a goal node.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Let us define a state evaluation function f(s) = g(s) + ĥ(s), where the cost function g is the dis-

tance of the node representing the state s from the start node. Since ĥ is admissible, A* returns a
minimal-cost solution graph using f that is a non-decreasing function [52].

Recall the process p ofExample 4.1 and let us apply ourmethod.Note that, usingA* (seeFig. 3)we
stop the node expansionwhenwe select a node s, in the list OPEN,which is deadlocked, that is s �−→.

Each step of the A* algorithm with our ĥ function is shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8 the box near each state si contains the ĥ-value of si (i.e., ĥ(si)), while its f -value (equals

to ĥ(si) + g(si)) is included in the circle. For example, it holds that ĥ(s3) = 1 (where s3 = d.nil); this
means that to reach a deadlocked state we have to perform at least one action. First we expand the
node p : three states are generated: s1, s2 and s3 (see Fig. 8A). In both figures, 8A and 8B correspond-
ing, respectively, to step II and step III of Fig. 7, the shaded nodes represent the states in OPEN .
We remark the assumption that each arc has a cost equals to 1. Let us compute the f values of the
generated nodes. We have: f(s1) = g(s1) + ĥ(s1) = 1 + ∞ = ∞, f(s2) = g(s2) + ĥ(s2) = 1 + 2 = 3
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Fig. 7. Steps of A* for the process p .

Fig. 8. An example of application of A* with the heuristic function ĥ.

and f(s3) = g(s3) + ĥ(s3) = 1 + 1 = 2. The infinite f value of s1 means that this is a safe node and
so it does not need to be expanded. Hence only s2 and s3 are inserted in the OPEN list. In step II,
we choose to expand s3 that has the least f -value, generating nil, which is inserted in the OPEN list
(see Fig. 8B). Since f(nil) = 2 + 0 = 2, we select that node and as it is a goal node, we stop the con-
struction of the transition system. Therefore, we obtain the shortest path leading to a deadlocked
state; this path is 〈p , s3, nil〉: we reach a deadlocked state after the execution of two actions. Note
that, for this simple example, we have obtained a great reduction: only 4 states and 3 transitions
have been generated, while the standard transition system for p has 10 states and 12 transitions (see
Fig. 5).

In general, every approach aiming at reducing the state space while generating the transition
system may be argued looking at the trade-off between the number of states and the cost of
a single transition, which the approach provides. With our method, some states of the stan-
dard transition system are only encountered for the calculation of the ĥ-value of some state,
and not considered later when applying the A* search algorithm. For example, the state b.nil

of S(a.nil + a.c.b.nil), not included in our transition system, occurs in the calculation of the
ĥ-value of the state a.nil + a.c.b.nil. The advantage of considering these states only in the cal-
culation of the ĥ-value is that the memory allocated for a calculation can be deallocated once
generated the transition, and reallocated for the generation of another transition. In general,
the recursive definition of ĥ may weigh on the time complexity of the whole method, but this
fact is secondary to our final objective of memory space reduction.
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Finally, we point out that if f = ĥ, then the A* algorithm represents a greedy search [52]. This
type of search may have the advantage of better performances but used alone does not guarantee
to find a minimal-cost solution. On the other hand, if we take f = g, then our algorithm becomes a
Breath First Search (BFS) algorithm, i.e., at each stage, the states at the highest level are expanded
first, without any further information. With the BFS alone, the minimality of the counterexample
is guaranteed at a possible cost of a more expensive search. A comparison of these techniques is
discussed in Section 6.

4.2. Infinite CCS processes

To prove, by model checking, that a CCS process p is deadlock sensitive, the transition system
for p , S(p), is built. Obviously, this approach cannot be straightforwardly used if the process has
an infinite representation. In this section we show that our approach can be applied also in these
situations.

The following theorem states that if a CCS process p is deadlock sensitive, our approach always
finds a deadlocked state even if the process p is infinite.

Theorem 4.4. Let p be a CCS process. If p is deadlock sensitive, then A* returns a path leading to a
deadlocked state.

Proof. Follows from the completeness of A* [52]. �
Note that no assumption is made on p being finite in the statement of Theorem 4.4.
As an example, let us consider the following CCS process:

x
def= (a.nil|b.x) + c.d.nil.

Let us suppose that we want to check whether x is deadlock sensitive. Then, S(x) is infinite.
Almost all the existing verification environments (see for example [12,20]) are based on an internal
finite-state representation of the processes. A very common condition, required bymany verification
environments, is the following:

the parallel and relabeling operators are allowed inside the body of a process name as long as
no process name occurs in the arguments [46].

Thus, the above environments cannot accept the CCS process x and so it is not possible to find
deadlocks in S(x). Instead, with our approach we can deduce that x is deadlock sensitive. In fact,
with A* we prefer to move the second process of the choice, reaching, after the execution of two
actions, a deadlocked state. Other approaches for verification of infinite systems can be found in
[23,48].

4.3. Distinction between correct termination and deadlock

In the previous section, no distinction is made between correct termination and deadlock. For
example, the process (a.b.nil|b.a.nil){a, b} is a deadlocked process while the process a.b.nil is well
terminating. However, for this distinction to be taken into account it is enough to slightly modify
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the definition of the heuristics (see Definition 4.1). In particular, we need to modify rule R1 and the
last case of rule R4. In Fig. 9, the new definition of ĥ is given.

First we introduce a new symbol∞t to represent the correct termination. Its arithmetic behavior
is similar to ∞; this means that, for example, if n is a natural number, n + ∞t is ∞t , and min(n,∞t)

is n.
When we encounter nil (RuleR1) we return∞t , since we have reached a correct termination and

so no deadlock has been found. Moreover, in Rule R4 the last case has been changed as follows: if
the ĥ-value of each process of the parallel is ∞t , that is, each of them is well terminating, so is their
composition, and therefore we return ∞t ; if not, then a deadlock is possible and this would not be
caused by the well-terminating components, if any. Hence we return the sum of the ĥ-values of the
remaining processes as this could be a finite value.

Fig. 9. The new ĥ function.
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Consider the following two CCS processes:
p = (a.b.nil|c.d.nil)\{d},
q = (a.b.nil|a.d.nil)\{a}.
The process p is deadlock sensitive, while q is well terminating. Applying ĥ to p we obtain 3: in

fact after the execution of three actions we can reach the deadlocked state p = (nil|d.nil)\{d}. The
value of ĥ on q is ∞t : this means that the process is well terminating.

5. DELFIN

A prototype tool, named DELFIN (DEadLock FINder), has been implemented in order to test
and validate the methodology on bigger examples. The tool is written in Java, it is freely available
and can be requested from gradara@unisannio.it. The tool provides a windows user interface easy
to use, as shown in Fig. 10. The CCS specifications of processes may be loaded from files selected
through a file system browser, and the exploration strategy is chosen through a specific tool option.
Namely, it is possible to activate the CWB-NC environment (CWB button), the A*-based search,
the BFS, or a Greedy search. The result of the search with the trace to the deadlock, if any, and the
information on the size of the transition system built will appear on a different panel.

6. Experimental results

This section reports the experimental results obtained by running DELFIN on several CCS
processes. The experiments were produced on an Intel Pentium III Xeon with a 902MHz processor
and 2 GB of RAM running Microsoft Windows Server 2003 SE.

Fig. 10. The user interface of DELFIN.
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Two kinds of experiments were made: first we took one well-known example, namely the dining
philosophers problem, and made several runs of its CCS representation, each time increasing the
process size, i.e., the number of philosophers. This example is used as benchmark in almost all
the related works. Then, we considered some other deadlock sensitive processes that we found
in literature. All of these processes were verified using three different search algorithms, namely:
full (depth-first) search, performed by the CWB-NC tool [20], and A* and BFS, performed by the
DELFIN tool. The CWB-NC comparison values were generated using version 1.2 of the model
checker.

6.1. The dining philosophers

A well-known incorrect solution of the dining philosophers problem is described by a deadlock
sensitive CCS process. In this solution, when a philosopher gets hungry, he can pick up his left fork
and then the one at his right; if he has both forks, he eats, and then puts the forks down in the same
order as he had picked them up.

Table 1 shows the results obtained by running DELFIN on different instances of the dining
philosophers problem. More precisely, for different values of n (number of philosophers), the table
shows the number of states of the standard transition system built by the CWB-NC, the number of
states generated if using the BFS strategy, the number of states withA* and, in the last two columns,
the state-space reduction of A* with respect to CWB-NC and BFS, respectively. Note that in this
example the results achieved with A* are much better than those of the CWB-NC and BFS. In fact,
the last does not scale because of the symmetry of the transition system of the dining philosophers
process.

We point out that with our methodology we can obtain a great reduction even if the actions
of our system are almost all communication actions. Consider the dining philosophers prob-
lem; all the actions are actions on which synchronization may occur. Nevertheless, we have ob-
tained a great state-space reduction. Since communication actions are relevant to deadlock
detection, in several reduction techniques (see for example [18,26]), communication actions can-
not be deleted from the specifications without affecting the deadlock possibilities. Thus, for
instance, for the dining philosophers problem only a little reduction is obtained with those
methods.

Table 1
Results for the dining philosophers

n CWB-NC BFS A* State-space reduction State-space reduction
States States States A* vs. CWB-NC % A* vs. BFS %

2 22 12 11 50.00 8.33
3 106 50 36 66.04 28.00
4 506 199 111 78.06 44.22
5 2404 809 358 85.11 55.75
6 11410 3343 1448 87.31 56.69
7 54142 13950 7697 85.78 44.82
8 256898 58636 36728 85.70 37.36
9 __ 247613 170632 __ 31.08
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6.2. CCS deadlock sensitive processes

We selected from the literature various well-known deadlock sensitive systems:

• AlternatingBit Protocol (ABP), a simple version of the protocol consisting of a sender and receiv-
er process communicating over amedium, alsomodeled as a process.We considered the deadlock
sensitive version of the protocol (ABP-safe), written by Cleaveland [19], which is included in the
examples of the CWB-NC distribution.

• Mail System, a specification of a mail system, devised by Brebman [13].
• ContextManagementApplication Service Element (CM-ASE), amodel of theApplicationLayer
of the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network, developed by Gurov and Kapron [33].

• Transmition Control Protocol (TCP), a specification of the TCP/IP protocol [51]. TCP is defined
as a parallel composition of a client, a channel and a server. The channel is defined as a parallel
composition of a channel from client to server and a channel from server to client.

• Multicast Protocol for Mobile Computing (MPMC), a protocol for reliable multicast in distrib-
uted mobile systems, presented in [1,2].

The results are reported in Table 2.
With these examples we have provided some experimental evidence of the reduction of the state

space thatmay result when applying ourmethodology instead of the standardmodel checkerswhere
all the possible states of a process are considered. As the ĥ heuristics is admissible, the number of
the generated states will always be less than the actual one, according to the specific process. This is
always true, except the worst case of expanding all the states, e.g., a process whose state transition
graph consists of only one branch and no constant process is encountered. In fact, the presence
of constant processes may cause a reduction of the state space even in the case of deadlock-free
processes.

In Tables 1 and 2, we highlight the difference between the performance of A* and BFS from
our experiments, as both strategies try to find the shortest path leading to a deadlock. The penalty
to pay with the BFS is that the cost of the search is exponential in the depth of the optimal so-
lution, and so a common believe in the Artificial Intelligence community is that combining BFS
with some heuristics, like in A*, better performances may be achieved in most cases [52]. This,
of course, depends on the added-value that the heuristics provides for the process at hand. These
thoughts are reflected in the results of our experiments. In fact, we note that the figures related to
process MPMC in Table 2 would suggest that, for that kind of process, BFS could be preferred
to A*. The reason is that nothing can be said whenever several states exist with the same f -value.

Table 2
Results for some deadlock sensitive systems.
Process CWB-NC BFS A* State-space reduction State-space reduction

states states states A* vs. CWB-NC % A* vs. BFS %

ABP Protocol 49 18 15 69.39 16.67
Mail System 409 276 254 37.90 7.97
CM-ASE 791 91 89 88.75 2.20
TCP 64 61 57 10.84 6.56
MPMC 4815 3361 3505 27.21 −4.28
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Currently, we apply a FIFO strategy too in these cases, but, clearly, the order of state expansion
may not be the same as that followed by BFS when the states are at the same level in the transition
system. However, it should be noted that, in general, the order of the nodes generated after each
expansion is undecidable, and so usually a BFS gives different results on strong equivalent CCS
processes.

7. Using the method to check deadlocks in Java programs

The results obtained by applying our approach to some CCS example processes, as the dining
philosophers problem, are very encouraging. The possible reduction of the state space is significant
and this suggests that our technique can be useful to identify deadlocks in concurrent programs. To
this aim, we need a way of representing the source code in the CCS specifications.We have analyzed
programs written in Java [35] and defined a Java-to-CCS transform operator that is described in
this section. Operators on other programming languages could be easily defined following the same
idea. A similar work on Java programs is presented in [15]. However, our method seems to be more
systematic, the translation rules are modular and have been thought with the aim of performing
them automatically. In fact, we have realized a prototype tool, named Java2 CCS that currently
only implements the translation rules presented in this paper.

7.1. Threads synchronization in Java

The essential Java constructs for concurrent programming are briefly recalled in this section. The
reader can refer to [41] for further details.

The critical section of a program is a piece of code executed by different concurrent threads to
manipulate a shared resource. Therefore synchronization should be explicitly programmed tomain-
tain data consistency and avoid deadlocks. The Java specifications language provides mechanisms
to solve this problem using the concept of monitor. A monitor is a critical section which is guarded
by a mutual-exclusion semaphore associated with any object. Only one thread at the time can own
the lock (or mutex) of an object. If a second thread tries to acquire the lock of the same object, it will
be blocked until the owning thread releases the lock. The monitor is realized in Java by the word
synchronized, which applies to the object and may refer to a method or a section inside a method.
A Java class may contain one or more synchronized methods whose execution is guarded by the
availability of the object lock.

Mechanisms for threads to wait for, or to be notified of, a certain value of the shared resource
(condition variable) are also provided by the language. The Java class Object offers methods as
wait() and notify() to this aim that need to be included in synchronized sections of the resource
class. The execution of the wait() method causes the lock of the shared object to be released and
the calling thread to be blocked until the notify() method is executed on the same object by some
other thread. Each object has a wait set associated with it collecting all threads that are waiting
to be notified. Whenever a notify action is issued and the lock of the object is released, one of the
blocked threads leaves the wait set and may proceed with its execution by trying first to re-acquire
the lock of the object. It should be noted that a notify() method executed with an empty wait set
does not have any effect.
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7.2. Transforming a Java program into a CCS process

In this section, we present our methodology for describing Java programs through CCS.
Here, we focus on multi-threading programs as we are interested in detecting possible dead-
locks from the associated CCS. We also show an application of the methodology on a simple
example.

The methodology is based on the following two assumptions:

• the number of objects in the program is statically defined; and
• each set of variable values is finite. This can be achieved through suitable abstraction schemes like
for example data abstraction [22,27] or predicate abstraction [4,24]. Abstraction techniques have
to be applied to make model checking feasible, since most software programs have an infinite
number of states. In this paper, we concentrate on the boolean data abstraction, which has been
proven to be still quite efficient in this context.

The first assumption has as a consequence that (non-static) state variables andmethods of a class
are replicated for each object and translated singularly into CCS processes. The second constraint
is to assure a finite number of states for both variables and methods using them.

All objects, variables, and methods have an index. Namely,

• V is the index set for variables; and
• O for objects and methods.

Variables include object state variables and local variables passed to, or used inside, a method.
Threads are special objects whose indexes belong to the set T H, with T H ⊂ O. Methods and the
Java concepts for synchronization that we have formalized, such as the object lock and wait set,
have the same identifier as the object to which they refer.

Before describing the Java-to-CCS transformation we introduce the following operator to the
CCS algebra, to express the execution order of two processes.

Definition 7.1 (The sequence operator ;). Let p and q be two CCS processes. The sequence
operator ; is defined as:

p ; q def= p{q/nil}

with the effect of replacing each occurrence of nil in p , and in the bodies of all the contained
constants, with the process q.

In the remaining of this section, we define a Java-to-CCS transform operator T that directly
applies to the Java code of a program and translates it into CCS process specifications.

7.3. Definition of variables and methods processes

The definitions of the processes corresponding to each variable and method are shown in
Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Definitions of variables and methods.

Boolean variable definition. Each time, the boolean variableVAR i may be seen as the process corre-
sponding to its current value. We have defined two processes, VAR ffi and VARtti, accordingly.
For example, the branch isFalsei . VAR ffi represents the false state of the variable; this state will
change to true after the execution of the action setTruei and the process will continue as VAR tti .
Main definition. The method main() is translated as the processMAIN, where T is applied to the
instructions contained in I according to the rules of Fig. 12.
Methods definition.Everymethod corresponds to a processwaiting to be invoked through the action
callMethodNamei .

The action returnMethodNamei causes the control being returned to the method caller. Then,
the process goes back to the starting action so that it can be invoked again. A special case is the
process RUNi, corresponding to the method runi() of a thread object, which can only be executed
once.

7.4. Instructions

The translations of the main Java instructions are contained in Fig. 12.

Sequence of two Java instructions. The execution order of two Java instructions is expressed by the
use of the operator ; (introduced in Definition 7.1) to sequentialize the translated processes. We
assume that these instructions are contained in the definition of some methodNamei().
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Fig. 12. Instructions.

The translation of the assignment operations and of the “while" and “if" constructs reflects their
meaning in theprogramming theory. Inparticular, theyare synchronizedwith somevariableprocess.
Assignment operations. The assignment of the true value to the variable VAR i is performed by a
process that executes the action setTruei and then terminates. The assignment of the false value is
defined similarly.
While construct. TheWHILE process simulates the while control construct. Namely, the current
value of VARi is checked through the actions isTruei and isFalsei: depending on what action is
performed, the process corresponding to the block instruction I is activated or not.
If construct. The IF process simulates the if control construct interrogating the current value
of VARi: either the translation of the block instruction I1 or that corresponding to I2 is executed,
depending on the performed action (isTruei or isFalsei, respectively).
Method call. The call to the method “methodNamei” through the object i is performed by the action
callMethodNamei . The control to the callerprocess is returned through theaction returnMethodNamei .
Instead, for the runi() method the control is immediately returned to allow for a parallel execution
of the processes.
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Java synchronized block or method. Before translating I , the lock of the object i must be acquired,
through the action locki; the action unlocki follows the translationof I to release the lock (seeFig. 13).

7.5. Concurrency constructs and methods

The translation of the Java constructs and methods for concurrency is shown in Fig. 13. Namely,
the process LOCK is to describe the monitor concept, the processes WAIT and NOTIFY cor-
respond to the wait() and notify() methods, and the processesWAITSET represent the wait�set
management associated with any object. A careful analysis of the Java language specifications has
been made in order to represent these constructs.

Lock. This process simulates the lock and unlock mechanisms of the object i allowing concurrent
threads to execute synchronized instructions after the action locki .

Fig. 13. Definitions to handle synchronization.
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Wait. The call to the method wait() always occurs in a synchronized block. This causes the thread
being inserted in the wait-set of the object through the action inserti that will be caught by one of
theWAITSET(j)i processes, depending on the number j (0 < j < n) of the waiting threads. Then,
the object lock is released through the action unlocki, so that the object i may be used again. Then,
WAITi waits for the action resumei from the processNOTIFYi and executes the action locki before
returning the control and accepting a new invocation.
Notify. The call to the method notify() sets free one of the threads in the wait-set of the object i,
if any. The actions someoneInQueuei and noneInQueuei, communicating with the someoneInQueuei
and noneInQueuei actions of theWAITSET(j)i process definitions, show the state of the wait-set.
If this is empty, nothing is done, whereas if the wait-set contains at least one thread, the actions
resumei (caught by theWAITi process) and removei will resume and remove from the wait-set one
of the waiting threads.
Wait-set.We assume that the program consists of at most n threads. So the wait-set associated with
the shared object i may contain at most n − 1 threads at the time. The translation of this concept
consists of n WAITSET processes. Namely, WAITSET(0)i represents an empty wait-set, while
WAITSET(n − 1)i represents a full wait-set. The insertion of a thread in the wait-set is required
through the action inserti performed by the processWAITi .

7.6. The final CCS process

The final CCS process describing a Java program is obtained through the proposedmethodology
as a parallel of the MAIN process and all the RUN, VAR, LOCK, WAIT, NOTIFY, WAITSET
andMETHODNAME processes, restricted to all the actions used for communicating among such
processes.

As previously defined, V , O and T H are the index sets of variables, objects (including threads),
and threads. Moreover, let N be the set of methods names.

Given the set A = {1, ..., s}, we define

|i∈A (processi) = (process1| ... |processs)
and, if k > 0,

(| processi)(k) = (processi| ..... |processi).
With the proposed notation, the CCS process describing a Java program is the following:

P = (
MAIN |

|i∈T H (runi)|
|i∈V (VARi)|
|i∈O−T H (LOCKi|(WAITi)

(|T H |)|NOTIFYi|WAITSETi(0)|
|i∈O,MethodX∈N (MethodXi)

(|T H |)) \ R,

where R is the restriction set of the whole process, including all the actions used for internal
communication among the parallel processes:
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R =
⋃
i∈V

{isTruei , isFalsei , setTruei , setFalsei} ∪
⋃

i∈O−T H

{locki , unlocki , callWaiti , returnWaiti , callNotifyi , returnNotifyi} ∪
⋃

i∈O−T H

{inserti , resumei , someoneInQueuei ,NoneInQueuei} ∪
⋃

i∈O,MethodX∈N
{callMethodXi , returnMethodXi}.

It is worth noting that since the default Java initialization of a boolean variable is the false value,
the CCS translation of the variable is the VARffi process. Moreover, any method of the ith object
may be invoked by more than one thread at the time. This fact is expressed by considering as many
copies of the process methodNamei as the number of the potential caller threads, i.e., |T H | at most.
This number could be exactly determined by performing a static analysis of the source code, thus
reducing the number of states of the process.

The proof of the correctness of the translation is ongoing and discussed in [36].

7.7. An example

We consider the classical example of the dining philosophers Java program with deadlock, of
which we present the code and the CCS translation. When a philosopher gets hungry, he tries to
pick up his left fork first, and then the one at his right. After eating, both forks are released.

Fig. 14. The dining philosophers Java program (I).
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Fig. 15. The dining philosophers Java program (II).

For simplicity, we use only two concurrent threads representing the philosophers and two forks
as the shared resources. The code is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The resulting CCS process is shown
in Fig. 16.

8. Conclusion and related work

The aim of this work is to reduce the state explosion problem in the context of model
checking. Thus, we have proposed a method that uses the A* algorithm for deadlock detec-
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Fig. 16. The dining philosophers CCS specifications.

tion in concurrent systems described in CCS. The novel contributions of our work are the
following.

• The definition of an admissible heuristic function. In this way, by applying A* we can always
find the shortest path leading to a deadlock.

• The heuristics is syntactically defined, i.e., it is only based on theCCS specifications of the process,
and the proposed method is completely automatic, thus it does not require user intervention and
manual efforts.
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• Amethod is provided in order for our methodology to be applicable also to verify programs, for
example Java programs.

The performances of our method have been compared with those of some existing tech-
niques that are generally used. As a future work, we will investigate the use of more accurate
heuristic functions; in fact as the accuracy of the heuristics improves, the amount of search
required to find a solution and the cost of the resulting solution both decrease. Moreover,
we will evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm on relevant problems in software verification.
In general, our approach achieves good results since we concentrate on a single property, i.e.,
deadlock detection.

We now compare our method with some related works aiming to state-space reduction for
deadlock analysis. First of all, we recall that static deadlock checking in concurrent systems is an
intractable problem [62]: i.e., each algorithm has an exponential complexity, in the general case.
Thus, a method can bemore efficient than another one in some cases and less efficient in some other
cases.

Deadlocks checking from CCS specifications was previously tackled, by one of the authors of
this paper, from a semantic point of view [25], by defining a non-standard reducing semantics of
CCS and from a syntactic point of view [26], by defining syntactic transformation of a CCS speci-
fication; the transformation deletes from the specification occurrences of actions that do not affect
the deadlock possibilities of the specification. The approach presented here in many cases may
be better. For example, consider the dining philosophers example shown in Section 6.1: using the
approaches in [25,26], a little reduction is obtained, since almost all actions are restricted. More-
over, after the detection of a deadlock, it can be useful for debugging to examine a path from
the initial state to the deadlocked state in order to determine the cause of the deadlock. When
using the approach defined in [25,26], this information cannot be retrieved, due to the deletion
and modification of the actions occurring in the original program. In this paper, we overcome this
problem.

The approaches described in [8,58], start from generating the standard transition system corre-
sponding to a concurrent system, and then they reduce it, obtaining a transition system with fewer
states. Such approaches require a lot of memory to store the standard transition system and a lot
of time to reduce it.

In [55], to check deadlock freeness of a CCS process, the process is first transformed into a Petri
net [54] and then the obtained net is reduced using well-known reduction techniques for Petri nets.
Apart the obvious considerations on its low uniformity (a different formalism, Petri nets, is used),
the approach has, as the previous ones, the drawback that memory must be allocated to store the
whole Petri net corresponding to a CCS process.

Several other approaches have been developed to solve the state explosion problem. They are gen-
eral methods that can be used to reduce the state-space explosion while verifying a set of properties,
included deadlock detection.
Reduction techniques based on process equivalences [11,37] overcome the state explosion problem

by using minimization with respect to an equivalence relation, characterized by the fact that a
minimal semantically equivalent representation of the global system is constructed. This minimal
representation can subsequently be used for all kinds of verification. However the minimization is
typically O(n log n) or O(n2), where n is the number of states of the unreduced graph.
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In symbolic model checking techniques [47] the state space is represented symbolically by a logical
formula captured using a Binary Decision Diagram [14]. This technique has been proved successful
especially in verifying hardware designs with regular logical structures. For such systems, BDD
representations can reduce the state space from exponential order of the number of state variables
to linear. However, similar reductions are not obtained in software specifications whose logical
structures are less regular.

In on-the-fly techniques, see for example [42], and local model checking approaches, see for
example [60], in order to verify a property, the whole transition system is not generated, but
the property is checked during the generation. Roughly speaking, the idea is that a depth-
first traversal of the transition system can be performed, and only the current path has to be
stored, while memory is deallocated when verifying another path. These approaches give no
hint about which states we must visit first, therefore, in most cases almost all the states must
be generated.

The works [31,34,53,63] follow the partial order approach to model checking, in which only a
representative is considered among all the interleaving of actions generated by a parallel compo-
sition. However, this method alone is not effective when almost all actions are communications.
As the partial order method is complementary to our approach, a combination of the two can be
realized. In [21], partial order and symbolic model checking have been evaluated to solve the state
explosion problem during deadlock detection. In [61], a hierarchy for a set of transition systems is
defined; based on this hierarchy, subsets of transition systems are composed and minimized (w.r.t.
observational equivalence). A different approach for efficient deadlock detection is simultaneous
reachability analysis, which allows a transition to be associated with a set of concurrent actions [44].
The method defined in this paper is orthogonal with respect to all the methods mentioned above
and can be usefully integrated with them.
Abstraction approaches (see for example [16]) reduce the number of states by ignoring some state

information. The idea behind the abstraction is that instead of verifying a property ϕ of a system S ,
we verify ϕ of the system Sabs, which is an abstraction of the system S . Typically, the abstractions
are conservative: Sabs satisfies ϕ implies S satisfies ϕ, but not necessarily the converse. The approach
described in this paper does not have this limitation.

Recently, great interest was shown in combining the two areas: model checking and heuristics
to guide the exploration of the state graph of a system. In the domain of software validation, the
work of Yang and Dill [64] is one of the most original. They enhance the bug-finding capability
of a model checker by using heuristics to search the states that are most likely to lead to an error.
In [32] genetic algorithms are used to exploit heuristics for guiding a search in large state spaces
towards errors like assertion violations. In [6] heuristics have been used for real-time model check-
ing in UPPAAL. In [3,50] heuristic search has been combined with on-the-fly techniques, while in
[9,10,30,43] has been combined with symbolic model checking. In [45] heuristic search techniques
are combined with partial order reduction methods, but optimality of the path to a deadlocked
state is not preserved.

Some experimental evidence is given in literature that heuristic-based search may perform better
than the depth-first search technique generally used by standard model checkers. However, the
state-space reduction strongly depends on the quality of the estimate. In [38], Groce and Visser
explore heuristic model checking of software written in the Java programming language and use
heuristics derived from the world of software testing to search for assertion violations and dead-
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locks. In particular, they consider structure-based evaluation functions such as branch covering
percentage and thread-interleaving. It is worth noting that none of these heuristics is admissible,
thus A* lacks of optimality. Moreover, our method is not closely dependent on a programming
language since it is defined on a process algebra, i.e., CCS. Therefore it is a quite general method-
ology and can be applied to every programming language with the only constraint to transform
the program into a CCS process or equivalently into a transition system. In Section 7 we have only
shown an example of transformation for multi-threaded JAVA program. Also, this transforma-
tion is quite general and it can be easily extended to whatever language. In fact, one of the most
appealing features of the transformation is its modularity: adding new programming instructions
can be achieved by introducing other transformation rules. The correctness of the new rules can be
“locally” proved.

In [28,29] some other heuristics for deadlock detection are proposed. Namely, in [28] two es-
timation functions are experimented for directed model checking of (unknown) error states: one
consists of counting the number of active (or non-blocked) processes, and the other is a formula-
based heuristic where the deadlock formula is inferred from the user designated dangerous states.
In [29] heuristics are only used to improve the trails leading to the (known) error states that may be
found through depth-first model checking or other techniques like simulation, test, random walk.
In this case, the heuristic may be directly defined through state distance functions, like the Ham-
ming Distance or the Finite State Machine Distance. In this paper, we advocate the use of A* both
to explore the state space, through an estimation that is made from the structure of the process
(hence more informative), and to retrieve the shortest trail, guaranteed by the admissibility of the
heuristic.

In [57], one of the authors of this paper has presented an attempt to combine heuristic search
and ideas taken from local model checking, using the selective mu-calculus logic [5]. The method
is completely automatic, but it leads to good results only for properties concerning precedence
relations between actions. Thus, for some kinds of formula (when the property involves almost all
actions such as deadlock freeness), no advantage is obtained.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 4.1
Let p be a CCS process. It holds that:

(1) p deadlocked state implies ĥ(p) = 0;
(2) p deadlock free if for all s ∈ Der(p), there exists t ∈ Der(s) s.t. ĥ(t) = ∞.

Proof.We prove the first point. The proof is made by induction on the structure of the process p .
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Base step. nil: straightforward.
Inductive step. Let us assume that the lemma holds for q and r.
p = �.q. p is not a deadlocked state, since at least the action � can be performed.
p = q + r. By Definition 3.2, it holds that p is a deadlocked state if and only if both q and r are
deadlocked states. The thesis holds by inductive hypothesis.
p = q|r. Similar to the above case.
p = q\L. By Definition 3.2, it holds that p is a deadlocked state if and only if either q is a deadlocked
state or q can perform an action in L ∪ L. In the first case the thesis holds by inductive hypothe-
sis, in the second one, the thesis holds by definition of ĥ: when an action belongs to a restriction
environment, the heuristic function returns 0.
p = q[f ]. By Definition 3.2, it holds that p is a deadlocked state if and only if q is a deadlocked
state. The thesis holds by inductive hypothesis.
p = x. Similar to the above case.
The second point can be proved similarly using the Definition 3.2. �
Proof of Theorem 4.3
Let p be a CCS process and s be a state of S(p). It holds that

ĥ(s) � h(s),

where h(s) is the actual cost of a preferred path from s to a goal node. �
Proof.We prove that ĥ(p ,L,C) � h(p), where L ⊆ V and C a set of constants, by induction on the
structure of the process p . The interesting cases involve the action prefix and the parallel composi-
tion, so we consider only these two cases.
Base step. nil: straightforward.
Inductive step. Let us assume that the theorem holds for each qi with i ∈ [1..n].
p = �.q1 (RuleR2 in Fig. 6). Two cases exist: � �∈ L and � ∈ L. In the first case, since p = �.q1

�−→ q1,
it holds that ĥ(p ,L,C)= 1+ĥ(q1,L,C). The thesis followsby inductivehypothesis (i.e., 1+ĥ(q1,L,C) �
1 + h(q1)). In the second case, � is a restricted action and ĥ(p ,L,C) = 0. Consider now the realmoves
of p . If p can perform an action, then h(p) � 1, which is greater than zero: the theorem is obviously
true. Otherwise, if p can perform no actions (i.e p �−→), then h(p) = 0, which is equal to ĥ(p ,L,C):
also in this case the theorem is true.
p = q1| · · · |qn (Rule R4 in Fig. 6). Three cases may occur:

(1) suppose that a guarded process qi exists that can perform an unrestricted action � with the
form qi = �.r and � �∈ L 2 . Remember Remark 3.1. Only Par rule (see Fig. 4) can be applied
to move qi . Note that Com rule cannot be applied to move qi; in fact, if � can be performed
by a process qj , with j /= i, then � ∈ L. Thus, h(p) = 1 + h(q1| · · · |qi−1|r|qi+1| · · · |qn). By Defi-
nition 4.1, it holds that ĥ(p ,L,C) = 1 + ĥ(q1| · · · |qi−1|r|qi+1| · · · |qn,L,C). The thesis follows by
inductive hypothesis.

(2) Suppose that only two different processes qi and qj exist that can perform only a restrict-
ed action � and �, respectively. More precisely, qi = �.r, qj = �.s and �,� �∈ L. Moreover,

2 If such process does not exist, we unfold an unguarded constant x �∈ C in q1| · · · |qn, as stated by Definition 4.1.
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no other process, different from qi and qj , can perform � or �. It holds (see Fig. 4) that
p

�−→ q1| · · · |r| · · · |s| . . . |qn. Thus, h(p) = 1 + h(q1| · · · |r| · · · |s| . . . |qn). The thesis follows by
inductive hypothesis and by Definition 4.1.

(3) In all the other cases, ĥ(p) = ∑n
i=1 ĥ(qi,L,∅). Recall the assumption made in Section 3 (Re-

mark 3.1). With this assumption it is not possible to apply, at the same time, both Com
rule and Par rule (see Fig. 4), involving a same action. Thus, the thesis holds, since the
number of actual moves of p is greater or equal to the sum of the ĥ-value of the parallel
components. �
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